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Dear Reader,

Ariwara no Narihira was a ninth century poet and Japanese courtier. He was (is?)

considered a genius and was famous for more than his poetry. If we weren't so

western-centric with our literary references, we'd call philandering lovers

"Narihira" rather than "Don Juan."

Many of his poems, especially the love poems, have been translated through the

centuries. And this example of how forty-three translators have approached a

particular verse so differently is eye-opening.

Yes, every literary translator has their own preferences, given their ethno-

linguistic background, literary leanings, and time period. That said, the wide-

ranging meanings of this simple little verse across these forty-three translations

shows just how tricky language can be. I can't say which of this has succeeded best

in technical terms. We all will have our own standards too. For me, as this is a work

of poetry, I want the translation to be vivid and emotional enough in the English.

For example, I lean more toward the translations with the word "alone" in them

because that word signi�es so much in this context of a lover missing their

beloved. Which translation do you prefer?

Here are some interesting links:

READ: The religion of the old women of Nishapur by Katherine Lemons and

Setrag Manoukian (The Immanent Frame)

https://jennybhattwriter.com/
http://localhost:3000/decode_hex/68747470733a2f2f707265766965772e6d61696c65726c6974652e636f6d2f753969356c3567396235
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ariwara_no_Narihira
https://www.public.asu.edu/~achamber/narihira.html
https://jennybhattwriter.com/newsletter-we-are-all-translators/
https://tif.ssrc.org/2022/04/20/the-religion-of-the-old-women-of-nishapur/


READ: The parents creating new last names for their children by Katie Bishop

(BBC)

SUBMIT: Words Without Borders Editorial Fellowship

ATTEND: PinT Book Club: Kokoschka's Doll by Afonso Cruz; Translated by

Rahul Bery; Thursday, 19 May 2022 19.00 h (BST) Online via Zoom

ATTEND: Translating Comic Strips from North Africa Sunday 7 July, 13:00 –

14:30 British Library Knowledge Centre, Eliot Room With Nariman Youssef and

Sawad Hussain.

Over to you. If you get a chance to look through the forty-three translations of

that simple little verse above, which appealed the most to you and why? Please let

me know via the social media links or in reply to this newsletter. I'll share it on.

Until next week.

Warmly,

Jenny Bhatt
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